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Pulsed-laser Doppler flowmetry provides basis for deep perfusion probing
Roy G. M. Kolkman,a) Erwin Hondebrink, René A. Bolt, Wiendelt Steenbergen,
and Frits F. M. de Mul
Department of Applied Physics, University of Twente, P.O. Box 217, NL-7500 AE Enschede, the Netherlands

~Received 14 March 2001; accepted for publication 14 August 2001!

A setup for pulsed-laser Doppler flowmetry~LDF! measurements has been built and tested.
Measurements were carried out comparing continuous-wave and pulsed LDF. With pulsed LDF a
higher peak power can be injected into the tissue without exceeding the safety limits. This enables
a much larger spacing between the locations of illumination and detection. Thus, the penetration
depth, and thus the measurement volume, can be enlarged using the pulsed-LDF method. This
method will allow, e.g., monitoring of the cerebral perfusion. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1409566#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser Doppler flowmetry~LDF! provides a method for
noninvasive measurement of the perfusion of tissue. The
sue is illuminated with a cw laser source and the backs
tered light from the tissue is then detected and analyzed.
to scattering of the light at moving red blood cells, this lig
gets a frequency shift, which causes the detector signa
fluctuate due to interference. These fluctuations contain
formation about the perfusion. Bonner and Nossal1 have
shown that the first-order moment of the power spectral d
sity of these signals is proportional to the root-mean-squ
velocities of the red blood cells:

E
0

`

vS~v!dv;A^n2&. ~1!

Perfusion deep under the tissue surface can in principle
measured with laser Doppler flowmetry by placing the fib
for illumination and detection at a sufficient distance fro
each other. However, due to the strong attenuation of
flected light, laser powers would be needed which exceed
safety limits. Soelkner and co-workers2,3 have shown that it
is possible to perform laser Doppler measurements up
depth of 30 mm with 120 mW cw light in a tissue-like hea
phantom. However, the high power needed prevented ap
cation on real tissue.

A way to increase the power without exceeding t
safety limit is by pulsing the laser source and pulse samp
the Doppler signal. By using short pulses, a high peak po
can be achieved with a low average power. For long-te
monitoring of the perfusion the average power determi
the maximum allowable power for skin illumination.

The developed pulsed-LDF method expressly makes
of the high peak power by sampling the peak signals,
thus enables noninvasive monitoring of deep perfusi
Other pulsed-4 or modulated-5 LDF methods do not make
use of the higher peak power, but use the average powe
determine the blood flow. Applications of the develop
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pulsed-LDF method include noninvasive measurement of
brain perfusion as well as monitoring of the perfusi
throughorgans~e.g., kidney!.

To test the proposed LDF method a test setup has b
constructed using a pulsed-laser diode.

II. METHOD

With tissue perfusion the typical frequency range of LD
is 0–20 kHz, corresponding with characteristic time sca
up from 50 ms. These times are much larger than typic
coherence times of the laser, which implies that each pe
of the Doppler signal will contain information from man
coherence times. Then, it does not matter whether those
herence times were directly adjacent to each other~as is the
case with cw! or had intermittent time periods~as with
pulsed LDF!. Following this line, the pulsed-laser Dopple
method has been designed.

The minimum pulse durationtpulse is limited by the
maximum path-length differencel max, which can occur in
the measurement volume: photons traveling along the sh
est path length should have the opportunity to interfere at
detector with photons traveling along the longest path leng
The minimum pulse duration can be estimated by

tpulse.
l max

c/n
, ~2!

with n the refractive index of tissue andc the speed of light
in vacuum.

Assuming a maximum path-length difference of 50 c
which holds for nearly all practical cases, andn51.33 gives
a minimum pulse duration of 2.2 ns. Furthermore, the coh
ence length of the laser has to be larger than the maxim
path-length difference to make photons traveling along
shortest and longest path-length interfering at the detec
l coh. l max.

As laser diodes are often used6–8 as a light source in
LDF instruments, for this pulsed-LDF method also a las
diode has been used, which fulfills the mentioned criteria
the pulsed light source.
2 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The LDF time signals are collected by sampling with a
analog-to-digital AD card. A sample is taken during the tim
the laser is ‘‘on.’’ The laser is switched off for the time be
tween two adjacent sample points~Fig. 1!. The average
powerPavg during the LDF measurement is equal to the tim
ratio of the pulse widthtpulse and the repetition timet repetition

times the peak pulse powerPpeak:

Pavg5
tpulse

t repetition
Ppeak. ~3!

The basic setup is shown in Fig. 2. A pulse generator~Hameg
8035! is used to modulate the laser diode driver~Thorlabs
LDC 500! and provides the trigger for the AD card~National
Instruments AT-MIO-16XE-50!. The light pulses of the
single-mode laser diode~Hitachi HL6501MG! are transmit-
ted via an optical fiber~step index, NA50.23 and core di-
ameter 400mm! to the sample. The backscattered and Do
pler shifted light is transmitted through the same type of fib
to a photodiode~BPW 34!. In this study the pulse generato
delivers pulses of 16ms with a repetition rate of 15 kHz. By
using the laser pulse as a trigger for the AD card, a measu
ment is recorded only when the laser is on. In this way it
simulated that the LDF signal is generated by a cw lig
source with a power equal to the peak pulse power. Or,
other words: the light source is switched off between tw
adjacent samples of the AD card. Using a sample-and-h

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of time scheme pulsed-LDF measurem

FIG. 2. Pulsed-LDF setup.
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circuit, the AD card does not notice that the light source
switched off and measures a power equal to the peak p
power.

A Labview program is used to collect the signals and
calculate the power spectrum of the detected signals.
each spectrum 1000 data points are collected at a sam
rate, determined by the pulse generator~15 kHz!. To reduce
the noise, several spectra can be averaged. As a sampl
INTRALIPID™ ~IL ! suspension is used~IL 10%!. As the fat
particles are in Brownian motion~‘‘flow’’ !, the photons will
be Doppler shifted. A white nylon block is used as a sta
~‘‘no-flow’’ ! scattering object~no Doppler shifted photons!.

III. RESULTS

Results of phantom measurements are presented in F
3 and 4. Figure 3 gives the spectra measured with the pul
LDF method of a static scattering object~white nylon block,
no flow! and a dynamic scattering object~cuvet with IL 10%,
flow, by Brownian motion!. The nylon block has similar
scattering and absorption properties as the IL 10%. Also,
spectrum of the background is shown. The spectrum of
IL sample shows the expected Doppler broadening, whic
not present in the spectrum of the static scattering objec

nt.

FIG. 3. Pulsed-LDF spectra Intralipid-10%, nylon, and dark.

FIG. 4. LDF spectra Intralipid-10%, cw compared with pulsed LDF.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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Comparison of pulsed and cw LDF has been carried
by comparing the phantom data results of pulsed LDF wit
peak pulse power of 20 mW to cw LDF with a power equ
to the peak pulse power and a power equal to the ave
pulsed power: 4.7 mW~Fig. 4!. The time ratio of repetition
time and length of the pulses was 4.2.

Figure 4 shows that the pulsed-LDF method gives
higher LDF signal than the cw method with the same av
age power. If the power of the cw LDF method is increas
with a factor equal to the time ratio~4.2!, to the peak power
of the pulsed-LDF method, both measurements result in
same signal levels.

An in vivo experiment on a thumb of a volunteer, usin
the pulsed-LDF method, with and without an occlusion h
been performed. The spectra are recorded before, during
after the occlusion.

Figure 5 shows that during the occlusion there are l
high frequencies present in the spectrum. Some time afte
occlusion, the spectrum is about equal to the spectrum be
occlusion.

IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 3 proves that the pulsed-LDF method inde
measures LDF signals. The LDF spectrum only shows
expected Doppler broadening when a measurement is ca
out on a sample with flow~cuvet filled with IL 10%!. This
Doppler broadening is not present in the no-flow situat
~nylon block!.

FIG. 5. In vivo, pulsed-LDF spectra of thumb volunteer, before, during, a
after occlusion.
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Furthermore, it is obvious~Fig. 4! that the proposed
pulsed-LDF method makes use of the high peak power
stead of the lower average power. Figure 4 shows that
pulsed-LDF method gives the same Doppler-signal levels
the spectrum as the cw LDF method with a power equa
the peak pulse power. This proves that the pulsed meas
ment offers the expected results, using the peak power of
pulses.

Standard cw laser Doppler instruments have a pene
tion depth up to a few millimeters. This is suitable for mon
toring of the microcirculation. To obtain a larger penetrati
depth, the distance of the fibers must be increased, whic
possible when the proposed pulsed-laser Doppler metho
used.

Other published pulsed-4 or modulated-5 LDF methods
do not use the high peak power, but use the average pow
measure LDF signals. As the peak power can be much hig
than the average power, the separation between the so
and detector fiber can be increased, resulting in a larger s
pling volume, containing information about deep perfusio

The expected Doppler shifts in tissue cover a freque
range from 0 to 20 kHz. This implies that the repetition ra
of the pulsed-laser Doppler instrument should be at leas
kHz to avoid aliasing. If short pulses~;50 ns! together with
this repetition rate are used, a peak power of 500 times
average power can be achieved.

Possible applications of the proposed pulsed-L
method include the monitoring of cerebral perfusion as w
as monitoring of perfusionthroughorgans~e.g., kidney!.
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